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OUR PURPOSE
To empower and develop our people to create long-term value 
and sustainable growth for our stakeholders*. 

ABOUT US
We manage the combined effort and expertise of six primary 
businesses across three key markets, investing in our future to 
create long-term value and robust returns for all our stakeholders 
and partners.

With our uniquely sustainable business model we have built a 
market-leading Group of Companies that source, develop and 
deliver across the whole property value-chain.

We have been in business for over 135 years and we are valued 
for our expertise and forward-thinking approach.

*  Our stakeholders are our shareholders, employees, pensioners, customers and suppliers. More 
broadly, we recognise our duties to the environment and the communities in which we operate.

View our online Annual Report at: 
henryboot.annualreport2021.com

We maintain a corporate website containing a wide 
range of information of interest to investors and 
stakeholders. Go to: henryboot.co.uk

WELCOME TO OUR 
ANNUAL REPORT 2021



OPERATIONAL HIGHLIGHTS

 Read the 
Financial  
Review on 
pages 38 to 41

• Hallam Land Management sold 3,008 plots  
(2020: 2,000) at an average gross profit per plot of 
£7,820 (2020: £6,456) and increased the land bank 
to 92,667 plots (2020: 88,070).

• Committed development programme materially 
stepped up in response to demand from £85m to 
£277m, with 72% pre-sold or pre-let. 

• Approximately 1m sq ft of industrial & logistics 
development underway (de-risked with 92%  
pre-sold or pre-let).

• £1.4bn development pipeline (Henry Boot share 
£1.1bn), 75% of which is focused on industrial & 
logistics.

• Investment portfolio value increased including JVs 
to £126m (2020: £92m), delivering a strong total 
property return of 19.5%.

• Stonebridge Homes has already secured 77% of 
its annual sales target of 200 units for 2022. Total 
owned and controlled land bank is now 1,157 
plots (2020: 1,119) with detailed or outline planning 
permission on 912 plots (2020: 657).

• The construction business is performing ahead 
of expectations with turnover of £81.6m (68% in 
public sector) out of £110.3m segment total and 
has secured over 100% of its 2022 order book.

• Launched Phase 2 of our Responsible Business 
Strategy setting ambitious objectives and clear 
medium-term targets.

FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTS
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 Read the 
Business 
Review on 
pages 30 to 37

HIGHLIGHTS

This report contains the following alternative performance measures (APM):
Return on Capital Employed. Net Asset Value (NAV) per share. Net (debt)/cash. Total Accounting Return 
More details can be found on page 40.
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Henry Boot has performed strongly throughout 2021, 
achieving a profit before tax (PBT) of £35.1m. Two key profit 
drivers have been, firstly, the significant growth in industrial 
and logistics capital values resulting from continued 
occupier demand, increasing rents and the weight of 
investment capital targeting the sector and, secondly, an 
increase in plot sales from our strategic land business. 
We have made good progress towards our refocused 
strategy, with activity levels continuing to recover ahead of 
our expectations, alongside all three of our key markets – 
Industrial & Logistics, Residential and Urban Development. 
Current market trends reinforce the confidence we have 
in our strategy, leaving the Group well placed to meet its 
medium-term targets.

The Group’s financial position remains 
strong with NAV per share increasing 
by 13.6% to 267p and our low net 
gearing of 12.2% and a debt position 
of £43.5m, meaning we are well 
positioned to continue scaling up 
activity across all operations. We also 
have 12,865 strategic land plots, 
which already benefit from planning 
permission and are held at cost with no 
increase in value created from securing 
planning permission over these assets 
recognised until disposal. Plus, with a 
committed development programme 
of £277m GDV to be delivered largely 
over the next 18 months, both of these 
provide a significant store for future 
value creation.

On the basis of the Group’s strong commercial and financial 
performance, the Board proposes to pay a final dividend 
of 3.63p, which together with the 2.42p interim dividend, 
gives a total of 6.05p (2020: 5.50p), an increase of 10% for 
the year.

After over 40 years of service to Henry Boot, I have taken 
the decision to retire as Chairman and from the Board on 
26 May 2022. I am delighted that current Non-executive 
Director, Peter Mawson, will be taking over the reins as 
Chair and I am confident that he will continue to provide 
commercial experience, strategic expertise and governance 
to support the executive team in growing the business, 
while maintaining the highest standards. As a consequence 
of Peter’s changing role, the Senior Independent Director 
position will be assumed by Joanne Lake. 

On behalf of the Board, I would like to thank everyone at 
Henry Boot for their dedication and hard work. Their high 
levels of engagement have once again been instrumental 
to the business in producing a strong set of results. I look 
forward to following Henry Boot’s next chapter closely. With 
the Group in such a strong position, I leave confident that 
the business will continue to be successful for many years 
to come and I look forward to remaining a committed long-
term shareholder. 

JAMIE BOOT 
CHAIRMAN

JAMIE BOOT 
CHAIRMAN

HENRY BOOT HAS PERFORMED STRONGLY 
THROUGHOUT 2021, ACHIEVING A PROFIT 
BEFORE TAX (PBT) OF £35.1M. 

THE GROUP 
IS IN A 
STRONG 
POSITION

£35.1m
PROFIT BEFORE TAX   
(2020: £17.1M)

267p
NET ASSET VALUE PER SHARE 

(2020: 235P)

CHAIRMAN’S STATEMENT

This report contains the following alternative performance  
measures (APM): Return on Capital Employed. Net Asset Value 
(NAV) per share. Net (debt)/cash. Total Accounting Return. 
More details can be found on page 40.
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Pictured: Kampus, 
Manchester, a 533-unit BtR 
scheme completed in 2021
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A LONG TRACK RECORD 
OF GENERATING 
ATTRACTIVE RETURNS

The Group provides reliable earnings with a clear focus on our three key markets,  
driven by positive long-term structural trends

We are a responsible business with a long track record of generating attractive returns. There is significant embedded value 
across the Group, including 92,500 strategic land plots and a £1.1bn development pipeline, with all the opportunities sitting 
within the Group’s three key markets. The Company has a great track record of creating shareholder value, boasting a total 
shareholder return (TSR) of 12.0% per annum over 20 years, which is significantly ahead of the FTSE All-Share index (5.7%).  
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INVESTMENT CASE
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INVESTING FOR  
LONG-TERM  
SUSTAINABLE GROWTH

Our culture: the Henry Boot  
Way of doing things
Our people are vital to Henry Boot’s long-term success. A positive and inclusive 
embedded culture enables us to create and maintain long standing relationships with 
our customers, clients and communities. This is crucial to our sustainability, creating 
an environment which empowers our people to deliver the Group’s strategy, whilst 
continuing to attract and retain people who support our culture.

 Read more on 
pages 06 to 07

Clear focus on three key markets  
driven by positive long-term trends
Our three key markets – Industrial & Logistics, Residential and Urban Development – 
continue to perform well, driving good progress against our strategic objectives.  
The Group moves into 2022 in good shape with a robust balance sheet, strong 
momentum within our operations and a healthy store of opportunities secured in our 
three key markets.

 Read more on 
pages 08 to 09

Significant embedded value  
in the business
There is embedded value across the Group. Hallam Land Management added over 
1,000 acres to its land bank with potential to deliver c.7,600 plots, resulting in a total 
portfolio of over 92,500 plots. Henry Boot Developments has a development pipeline 
of £1.1bn, adding a further £194m GDV through acquisitions at Welwyn, Rainham, 
Markham Vale and Birmingham.

 Read more on 
pages 10 to 11

Responsible Business approach
We launched the second phase of our Responsible Business Strategy in January this 
year. The Strategy outlines forward-looking targets aimed at further embedding our 
environmental, social and governance (ESG) approach into the Group’s commercial 
and strategic decision making. 

 Read more on 
pages 12 to 13
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 Read more about 
Our Strategy on 
pages 26 to 29

EMPOWERING AND DEVELOPING OUR 
PEOPLE SITS AT THE CORE OF OUR BEING 
This focus shapes our values and behaviours and is also a key aspect of our strategic priorities.  
Being purpose-led enables us to create long-term value for our stakeholders and ultimately achieve our vision.

 VALUES

STRATEGY

*  Our stakeholders are our shareholders, employees, pensioners, customers and suppliers.  
More broadly, we recognise our duties to the environment and the communities in which we operate. 

OUR STRATEGIC PRIORITIES

       OUR VALUES

 Read more at henryboot.co.uk

SAFETY PEOPLE GROWTH DELIVERY

RESPECT LOYALTY DELIVERY ADAPTABILITY INTEGRITY COLLABORATION

OUR VISION
Our people, partners  

and communities continue  
to trust our reputation,  

respect our expertise and  
value us for our forward- 

thinking approach.

OUR PURPOSE
To empower and develop  

our people to create long-term 
value and sustainable  

growth for our stakeholders*

OUR PURPOSE AND CULTURE

OVERVIEW
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LIVING OUR VALUES

THE HENRY 
BOOT WAY

LOYALTY

GEORGINA RONKSLEY
Management Surveyor, 
HBD 
The Group has supported 
me through my degree 
apprenticeship, which has 
provided the platform for me 
to take the next step in my 
career and be promoted to 
Management Surveyor.

DELIVERY

SARAH COOKSON 
Planner, Henry Boot 
Construction Limited 
Working on Phase 2 of the 
Glassworks project has given 
Henry Boot the opportunity 
to provide social values in 
and around Barnsley town 
centre, including support of 
Barnsley Hospice during the 
pandemic.

ADAPTABILITY

STUART MCKERROW 
Assistant Manager, 
Banner Plant Limited 
Banner Plant has recently 
made transport acquisitions 
and adopted a new transport 
manager system. With many 
environmentally friendly units 
already on fleet and more 
arriving this year, we are also 
increasing our offering of 
renewable solutions.

RESPECT

DENA MACE 
Executive Assistant, 
Hallam Land  
Management Limited
As a Company, we are 
committed to respecting 
the environment, and have 
recently been involved in 
canal cleaning as well as 
tree planting at our New 
Lubbesthorpe site.

INTEGRITY

ANTHONY CLITHEROE 
Director, HBD 
We pride ourselves on 
doing the right thing for 
our partners. We continue 
to honour our pledge to 
deliver a vibrant logistics 
and manufacturing hub at 
Markham Vale, a partnership 
spanning over a decade.

COLLABORATION

CHRIS STALKER 
Director, HBD 
We’ve worked collaboratively 
in joint venture with Capital 
& Centric to conceive and 
deliver Kampus, one of 
the UK’s most complex 
build-to-rent (BtR) schemes, 
delivering design-led 
apartments, canal side 
gardens, and independent-
led commercial space in the 
centre of Manchester.

LIVING OUR VALUES THE HENRY BOOT WAY
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BUSINESS SEGMENTS

Land  
Promotion

Property Investment 
and Development Construction

HALLAM LAND MANAGEMENT LIMITED
The strategic land and planning promotion 
arm of the Henry Boot Group. Since 
1990 we have been acquiring, promoting 
and developing land with an outstanding 
record in achieving planning permission. 
Hallam Land has a strategic land bank of 
18,012 acres, focused on higher value 
locations in the South and Midlands, and 
in total has the potential to deliver around 
92,667 residential plots.

REVENUE STREAM

32 EMPLOYEES

HENRY BOOT 
DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED
Henry Boot Developments, trading as HBD, 
is one of the UK’s most active and well-
respected property developers, working 
with a £1.1bn pipeline and continuing to 
grow its investment portfolio. Focusing on 
industrial and logistics, urban regeneration 
and residential projects, it develops 
profitable, impactful schemes that exceed 
occupier and investor expectations and 
creates places with purpose.

REVENUE STREAM

STONEBRIDGE HOMES LIMITED
Stonebridge Homes is a jointly owned 
company (controlled by Henry Boot PLC). 
It has built homes and communities for 
over a decade and specialises in delivering 
quality, high specification properties in the 
Yorkshire region. It has exciting plans for 
sustainable growth that will soon see the 
launch of new developments in the North 
East of England and increase the number 
of outlets in Yorkshire.

REVENUE STREAM

112 EMPLOYEES

HENRY BOOT  
CONSTRUCTION LIMITED
A regional construction services provider 
to both public and private clients, 
delivering creative, customer-focused 
solutions and building strong partnering 
relationships to ensure the best outcomes 
for all projects.

REVENUE STREAM

BANNER PLANT LIMITED
Offering a wide range of construction 
equipment and services for sale and hire 
in plant, temporary accommodation, 
power tools, powered access and big 
air compressors. Primarily, supply areas 
stretch from Yorkshire in the North to 
the East Midlands and Birmingham in 
the South.

REVENUE STREAM

ROAD LINK (A69) LIMITED
Road Link has a 30-year contract (four 
years remaining) with National Highways 
to operate and maintain the A69 trunk 
road between Carlisle and Newcastle 
upon Tyne. National Highways pays Road 
Link (A69) a shadow toll, which is a fee 
based upon the number of vehicles using 
the road and mileage travelled by those 
vehicles.

REVENUE STREAM

287EMPLOYEES

GROUP AT A GLANCE

  Recurring Revenue: This revenue 
stream is regular and stable which allows 
the Group to maintain long-term bank 
funding relationships.

  Cyclical Revenue: This revenue  
stream is dependent on each  
economic cycle. These profits,  
in good years, contribute  
significantly to the Group’s  
profits overall.

Types of revenue streams:
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OUR FOCUS MARKETS

INDUSTRIAL  
AND LOGISTICS

RESIDENTIAL URBAN 
DEVELOPMENT

In 2021, the industrial and logistics market 
continued to experience strong demand. 
The market has been a major beneficiary 
of pandemic-related lockdowns, which 
resulted in a structural shift of retail sales 
moving online and a record amount of 
warehouse space take-up. 

Throughout last year, the Group completed 
on just under 500,000 sq ft of industrial 
and logistics development and, in 
response to high demand, have committed 
to a further c.1,000,000 sq ft of industrial 
space, with a Gross Development Value 
of £165m. 

ASSOCIATED BUSINESS SEGMENTS
• Henry Boot Developments Limited

• Henry Boot Construction Limited

KEY PROJECTS
• Markham Vale – The scheme has 

delivered 2,000,000 sq ft of industrial 
and logistic space since 2004 and 
in 2021, a further 297,000 sq ft was 
delivered over two units.  

• New Horizon, Nottingham – The 
45-acre scheme secured funding from 
Oxenwood Real Estate to commence 
development of seven logistics units 
totalling 426,000 sq ft.

• Wakefield Hub – The 200-acre  
site continued to make good  
progress last year, by pre-letting a  
260,000 sq ft unit to a German 
pharmaceutical company.

The residential market performed well 
last year, with UK house prices increasing 
as many households re-evaluated their 
housing needs. The strong demand for UK 
housing underpinned housebuilders needs 
to replenish their land portfolios, with 
greenfield land values also increasing. 

With over 92,500 plots of land within our 
strategic land portfolio and an aspiring 
multi-regional housebuilder, the Group is 
well placed to meet the market’s future 
growth requirements. 

ASSOCIATED BUSINESS SEGMENTS
• Hallam Land Management Limited

• Stonebridge Homes Limited

KEY PROJECTS
• Didcot – A c.400-acre site under PPA 

with planning for 2,170 plots. Expect 
grant of consent in Spring 2022, with 
the first plot sales expected shortly 
after in H1 2022.

• Eastern Green, Coventry – The 
357-acre site held under option has 
planning permission for 2,400 plots, 
with land sales expected in H2 2022.

• Armthorpe – Our jointly owned 
housebuilder unconditionally secured 
planning to build 232 units in South 
Yorkshire last year, with construction 
set to begin in 2022. 

With the UK beginning to return to some 
level of normality after the initial outbreak 
of the pandemic, there have been signs 
that big regional cities are recovering in 
footfall, with the continued belief that more 
people will be living in urban areas than 
rural by 2050.

The Group secured two urban 
development contracts in 2021, with a 
total value of £89m, whilst also making an 
acquisition of a site in Birmingham, which 
will be redeveloped into a 404-unit BtR 
scheme. 

ASSOCIATED BUSINESS SEGMENTS
• Henry Boot Developments Limited

• Henry Boot Construction Limited

KEY PROJECTS
• Summerhill – A £110m GDV BtR 

development scheme in the city centre 
of Birmingham, which will redevelop 
a former Sytner BMW dealership site 
into 404 apartments. 

• Cocoa Works – A £47m 
refurbishment of the historic Rowntree 
Factory in York, which will deliver 
279 apartments. Works are set to 
complete in 2023.

• Heart of the City – A £42m mixed-
use space, including a seven-storey 
NZC office building, in the centre of 
Sheffield.

OVERVIEW
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REGIONAL BREAKDOWN

 Consented

 Controlled

75%
INDUSTRIALS 
AND LOGISTICS

Future Development Pipeline
The Group has a total development pipeline of 
£1.4bn GDV (HBD Share £1.1bn), with all of 
these opportunities sitting within the Company’s 
three key markets.
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AND 
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PHASE ONE – LAUNCH OF 135 HENRY BOOT

COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIP 
PLAN – MARCH 2021
The Group’s Community Partnership 
Plan was shaped from a community 
engagement consultation we undertook 
with our people in 2020. 

The plan has found us collaborating with, 
and supporting, our charity, educational 
and community partners to create 
meaningful and lasting impact on their 
work. In doing so, we have engaged our 
people to get involved and utilise their 
skills, knowledge and experience to make 
a difference for our communities.

NEW EQUALITY, DIVERSITY, 
AND INCLUSION STRATEGY – 
APRIL 2021
The Group’s Equality, Diversity and 
Inclusion Strategy aims to work with all 
our partners to ensure our business and 
sector is truly representative, and that we 
offer all our current and prospective people 
an inclusive, accessible and forward-
thinking workplace.

We aim to create a fair, accessible, diverse 
and inclusive working environment, while 
acknowledging the challenges our sector 
has traditionally faced in achieving this. 

LAUNCH OF OUR NET ZERO 
CARBON (NZC) FRAMEWORK 
– JUNE 2021
The Group’s Net Zero Carbon Framework 
aims to guide the business to achieve 
NZC for all direct emissions by 2030.

Since 2020, a team comprising of 
colleagues from across the Group, 
with support from consultancy firm 
Anthesis, have analysed the Group’s 
directly controlled Greenhouse Gas 
(GHG) emissions. Following this, the 
team produced a Framework which will 
help guide the business in two phases 
to reduce directly controlled carbon 
emissions by 2030.

KEY OBJECTIVES
• To provide a strategic approach 

to charitable support, educational 
engagement and volunteering.

• To provide guidance as we support 
our charity, educational and 
community partners.

• To engage our people to get involved 
and utilise their skills, knowledge and 
experience.

KEY OBJECTIVES
• Success for all – All our people will 

have the best possible opportunities 
for success, free of the barriers of 
prejudice and discrimination.

• Inclusivity for all – To promote 
inclusion and accessibility for all.

• Knowledge for all – Enabling 
and ensuring impactful change 
through knowledge, awareness and 
cultural shift.

KEY OBJECTIVES
• To achieve NZC for our directly 

controlled GHG emissions (Scopes 1 
and 2) by 2030.

• To enhance our understanding of our 
indirectly controlled GHG emissions 
and deliver reduction solutions.

• To empower our people and 
partners to take positive action to 
collaboratively decarbonise.

RESPONSIBLE BUSINESS

 Read more about Phase one see pages 53 to 57 
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LAUNCH OF PHASE 2 OF OUR RESPONSIBLE BUSINESS STRATEGY

PROCESS FOR DEVELOPING RESPONSIBLE BUSINESS STRATEGY
135 Henry Boot and the wider work undertaken in 2021 put us in a strong position to develop Phase 2 of our Responsible Business Strategy, 
which launched in January 2022. Phase 2 sets ambitious objectives and targets for the medium term, ensuring we maintain our bold and 
determined approach to achieving significant environmental and social value through our work.

In developing Phase 2 of our Responsible Business Strategy, it was vital that we captured the opinions and views of our people and partners. 
We wanted to understand the issues they thought were the most material when considering how our business generates positive impact and 
social value.

STAKEHOLDER
ENGAGEMENT
Our Responsible Business 
Committee undertook 
a stakeholder mapping 
exercise to understand 
how best to engage our 
stakeholders. Desk-based 
research and employee 
engagement was 
undertaken to create a 
shortlist of material issues, 
which was also influenced 
by the ambitions of the 
United Nations Sustainable 
Development Goals.

IDENTIFY ISSUES
Based on the stakeholder 
mapping exercise, we 
conducted a Responsible 
Business Survey amongst 
a representative sample 
of our people, customers, 
suppliers, advisers, 
professional membership 
bodies, charity partners, 
education partners and 
community partners. 
They were asked to rank 
a series of responsible 
business issues to assist 
us in determining which 
issues should be the most 
material to our Group.

 
PRIORITISATION
AND SELECTION
Our materiality assessment 
identified that the top three 
issues our business should 
focus on are:

• Promoting positive 
health and wellbeing 
for our people.

• Ensuring our 
business is equal, 
inclusive, diverse and 
accessible.

• Achieving net zero 
carbon (NZC).

DEVELOPMENT  
OF RESPONSIBLE 
BUSINESS 
STRATEGY
Following the materiality 
assessment and the 
prioritisation and selection 
of our key areas of focus, 
we began to develop our 
Responsible Business 
Strategy. The Strategy will 
guide us to have a positive 
impact on these issues, 
and ongoing stakeholder 
engagement will be 
undertaken to ensure that 
the aims and objectives 
remain relevant and 
impactful.

 Read more about Phase two see on pages 66 to 67
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